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We provide a general expression and different classification schemes for the general two-dimensional canonical
integral transformations that describe the propagation of coherent light through lossless first-order optical sys-
tems. Main theorems for these transformations, such as shift, scaling, derivation, etc., together with the ca-
nonical integral transforms of selected functions, are derived. © 2007 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
inear canonical integral transformations [1–4] (CTs)
lay an important role in optical and digital information
rocessing: They produce affine signal transformations in
hase space. During the past decade, many new signal
rocessing operations have entered the realm of tradi-
ional Fourier optics. Some of them belong to the class of
he CTs, as is the case for the fractional Fourier transfor-
ation [5], and others—such as the wavelet transforma-

ion, fractional convolution, and the Wigner
istribution—can be represented as linear combinations
f CTs or as cascades of such transformations with inter-
ediate multiplicative displays that can be realized by

patial light modulators [6]. There exists a long list of pa-
ers where the properties and applications of two-
imensional CTs have been studied [1–5]; we refer to
hese papers and to the references therein. Unfortunately,
ost of them restrict themselves to the case of symmetri-

al or separable CTs only, whereas nonseparable CTs are
he ones that actually open new perspectives for informa-
ion processing. Moreover, such nonseparable CTs are
ble to describe optical systems that serve as mode con-
erters [7,8] and as nonconventional optical resonators.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an expression
or the general (nonseparable) two-dimensional CT and to
resent its main properties, including the shift, scaling,
nd derivation theorems, well known for the Fourier
ransformation. Based on the ray transformation matrix
ormalism, we also propose a classification of these CTs.
inally, the CTs of some selected functions are derived.

. CANONICAL INTEGRAL
RANSFORMATION
. Definition
he linear canonical integral transformation
escribes—in the paraxial approximation of the scalar
iffraction theory—the evolution of the complex field am-
litude f�r� during its propagation through a first-order
ptical system:
1084-7529/07/113658-8/$15.00 © 2
fi�ri� → fo�ro� = RT�fi�ri���ro�.

n what follows, we will often use the shorthand notation
T�f�ri���ro�=FT�ro�. The CT kernel of the operator RT is

arameterized by the system’s well-known 4�4 real sym-
lectic ray transformation matrix T, which relates the po-
ition ri and direction qi of an incoming ray to the posi-
ion ro and direction qo of the outgoing ray:

�ro

qo
� = �A B

C D��ri

qi
� = T�ri

qi
� , �1�

here r= �x ,y�t denote (dimensionless) spatial variables
nd q= �qx ,qy�t are their conjugates: the (also dimension-
ess) spatial-frequency (or direction) variables. As usual,
he denotes transposition. While lower-case boldface let-
ers will throughout denote two-dimensional vectors,
pper-case boldface letters will indicate matrices, where
and M are used for 4�4 matrices and the other letters

or 2�2 ones. The inverse transformation is parameter-
zed by the matrix T−1.

Since the ray transformation matrix T is symplectic,

�A B

C D�−1

= � Dt − Bt

− Ct At � , �2a�

nd thus

ABt = BAt, CDt = DCt, ADt − BCt = I;

AtC = CtA, BtD = DtB, AtD − CtB = I; �2b�

ith I throughout denoting the identity matrix; it has
nly ten free parameters in the two-dimensional case that
e consider in this paper. Moreover, any symplectic ma-

rix can be decomposed in the modified Iwasawa form [9]
s
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�A B

C D� = � I 0

− G I��S 0

0 S−1�� X Y

− Y X� , �3�

n which the first matrix on the right-hand side repre-
ents a generalized lens described by the symmetric ma-
rix

G = − �CAt + DBt��AAt + BBt�−1 = Gt, �4�

he second matrix corresponds to a magnifier described by
he positive definite symmetric matrix

S = �AAt + BBt�1/2 = St, �5�

nd the third is an orthosymplectic [10] (i.e., both or-
hogonal and symplectic) matrix that can be represented
legantly by the unitary matrix

U = X + iY = �AAt + BBt�−1/2�A + iB�. �6�

In the often used case det B�0, the CT takes the form
f Collins integral [11]:

fo�ro� = RT�fi�ri���ro� = �det iB�−1/2	
−�

�

fi�ri�

�exp�i��ri
tB−1Ari − 2ri

tB−1ro + ro
tDB−1ro��dri.

�7�

ote that if A=Dt and B=Bt (and hence also C=Ct), the
ntegral kernel is symmetric in the sense that we may in-
erchange ro and ri. The ray-reversed system, whose ray
ransformation matrix T̂ takes the form

T̂ = � A − B

− C D �−1

,

s then identical to the initial one and we have indeed T̂
T.
A simple expression can also be written in the case B

0, which corresponds to the generalized imaging condi-
ion, including a possible scaling and rotation of the input
unction accompanied by an additional phase modulation:

fo�r� = �
det A
�−1/2 exp�i�rtCA−1r�fi�A−1r�. �8�

o deal with the singular case det B=0, but B�0, we can
se the Iwasawa decomposition (3), from which we note
hat B=SY. Since the scaling matrix S is nonsingular, a
ingularity of B is due only to the orthosymplectic part (6)
f the Iwasawa decomposition. We will return to this case
t the end of this section, after having studied in more de-
ail the optical realization of an orthosymplectic system
s a separable fractional Fourier transformer embedded
etween two rotators [12].
In information processing a signal is often described by

ts Fourier transform (FT), which corresponds in coherent
ptics to the angular spectrum, i.e., the FT F�f�r���q� of
he complex field amplitude f�r�:

F�f�r���q� =	
−�

�

f�r�exp�− i2�qtr�dr. �9�

f a complex field amplitude is canonically transformed
ith the matrix T, its angular spectrum is canonically

ransformed with �Tt�−1:
�Tt�−1 = � D − C

− B A � . �10�

We finally remark the intimate relation between the
T and the description of a signal f�r� by means of its
igner distribution

Wf�r,q� =	
−�

�

f�r + r�/2�f*�r − r�/2�exp�− i2�qtr��dr�.

�11�

n terms of the Wigner distribution, the CT takes the el-
gant form

Wf�r,q� = WRT�f�·���Ar + Bq,Cr + Dq�, �12�

hich holds independently of the regularity of the matrix
(which was the condition for the Collins integral), and

e conclude that the CT merely causes an affine transfor-
ation of the coordinates �r ,q� in phase space. A similar

elation holds for the signal’s ambiguity function

Af�r�,q�� =	
−�

�

f�r + r�/2�f*�r − r�/2�exp�− i2�rtq��dr,

�13�

or which we have, in analogy with Eq. (12),

Af�r�,q�� = ART�f�·���Ar� + Bq�,Cr� + Dq��. �14�

. Classification
o understand the CTs’ actions, they can be classified
ased on the values of the submatrices A, B, C, and D.
et us first consider the situation where one or two of the
ubmatrices are zero; note that the case B=0 has already
een mentioned; see Eq. (8).
If A=0 (and consequently Ct=−B−1), we obtain that the

ransformation (7) describes a kind of Fourier transform-
ng system that—besides the FT—produces also an ap-
ropriate scaling, rotation, and phase modulation. The
hase modulation vanishes for D=0. A pure FT (without
ny additional scaling, rotation, and phase modulation)
rises when A=D=0 and B=−C=I.
The case D=0 (and again Ct=−B−1) corresponds to a

imilar FT-like transformation, but now with respect to
he angular spectrum, in agreement with Eq. (10).

The case C=0 (and thus Dt=A−1) can be considered as
generalized Fresnel transformation or convolution-type

ransformation, and corresponds to a Fourier-
ransformed version of Eq. (8); indeed, using Eq. (10) we
et

F�fo�r���q� = �
det D
�−1/2 exp�− i�qtBD−1q�F�fi�r���D−1q�

= �
det A
�1/2 exp�− i�qtBAtq�F�fi�r���Atq�.

�15�

he evolution of the Fourier spectrum corresponds to an
ffine transformation determined by the matrix D−1=At,
ogether with an additional phase modulation, which re-
embles what happens with the spectrum under Fresnel
ransformation.
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Another classification scheme is based on the kernel
ymmetry. If all submatrices are scalar, A=aI, B=bI, C
cI, and D=dI, then the CT is isotropic and is described
y only three free parameters. This is the case, for ex-
mple, for the Fresnel transformation described by the
arameter b and with a=d=1 and c=0, and for the sym-
etric fractional FT described by the parameter � and
ith a=d=cos � and b=−c=sin �.
If the matrices A, B, C, and D are diagonal, we obtain

eparable CTs with the isotropic CTs as a particular case.
eparable CTs describe first-order optical systems com-
osed of sections of free space and sets of cylindrical
enses that are parallel with or perpendicular to the cho-
en coordinate axes (with spherical lenses as a particular
ase). Separable CTs have six free parameters. As an ex-
mple, we mention the separable fractional FT Tf��x ,�y�
escribed by the matrices

Af = Df = �cos �x 0

0 cos �y
� � Xf��x,�y�,

Bf = − Cf = �sin �x 0

0 sin �y
� � Yf��x,�y�, �16�

hich corresponds to rotations in the �x ,qx� and �y ,qy�
lanes through the angles �x and �y, respectively. Note
hat RTf��/2,�/2��f�r���q� corresponds to the common FT
�f�r���q�, apart from a constant phase factor exp�−i� /2�.
To permit rotations in other planes of the phase space,

e need nonseparable (general) CTs. Then such opera-
ions as rotation, gyration, and skew become possible.
hus, the rotator operation Tr��� with

Ar = Dr = � cos � sin �

− sin � cos �� � Xr���,

Br = Cr = 0 � Yr���, �17�

roduces a rotation of the image and its FT (the angular
pectrum) through an angle �. The gyrator operation
g��� with

Ag = Dg = �cos � 0

0 cos �� � Xg���,

Bg = − Cg = � 0 sin �

sin � 0 � � Yg���, �18�

orresponds to twisting, i.e., rotations in the �x ,qy� and
y ,qx� planes. Optical systems that perform these two
ransforms and that are composed of generalized lenses
ave been proposed in [13].
Note that the matrices described by Eqs. (16)–(18) are

rthosymplectic, and the related systems can therefore be
asily described by unitary matrices U=X+ iY, as intro-
uced in Eq. (6).
While the Fresnel and lens transformations correspond

o shearing in the �x ,qx� and �y ,qy� planes [14], the skew
peration with
As = �1 u

0 1�, Ds = � 1 0

− u 1�, Bs = Cs = 0, �19�

s related to shearing operations in the �x ,y� and �qx ,qy�
lanes. Using, for example, the Iwasawa decomposition,
q. (3), we can show that such a shearing operation in the
osition (and frequency) plane can be performed by a com-
ination of scaling described by the symmetric matrix

Ss = ��1 + sin2 ��/cos � sin �

sin � cos �� �20�

nd a rotation through the angle � described by the ma-
rix Xr���, where 2 tan �=u. Indeed, As=SsXr���.

A general CT has ten free parameters and can be per-
ormed optically by application of cylindrical lenses ori-
nted at the appropriate angles with respect to the trans-
erse axes [15].

A third classification scheme for CTs based on the
nalysis of the eigenvalues of the ray transformation ma-
rix is given in [16]. This scheme is important for the de-
ermination of the eigenfunctions of the CT and for the
tability analysis of resonators. Expressions for the eigen-
unctions of a CT for systems with unimodular eigenval-
es can be found in [17,18], while explicit expressions in
he case of real-valued eigenvalues have been derived in
19].

. General Expression
e are now prepared to consider again the case of a pos-

ible singularity of the submatrix B. We first recall that
ny orthosymplectic matrix can be decomposed in the
orm [12] Tr���Tf��x ,�y�Tr���, where a separable frac-
ional Fourier transformer is embedded between two ro-
ators. When we substitute this cascade into the Iwasawa
ecomposition (3), we are led to a cascade with a clear
hysical interpretation. The cascade starts with a rotator
r��� that rotates the coordinate system such that the
ew axes coincide with the axes of the separable frac-
ional Fourier transformer Tf��x ,�y�. This separable frac-
ional Fourier transformer is responsible for a possible
ingularity of the submatrix B, but such a singularity
ow has a clear interpretation: it simply means that for
ne coordinate (or maybe even for both coordinates) the
ractional Fourier transformer acts as an identity system,
.e., �x=0 and/or �y=0. The cascade then continues with
he rotator Tr���, followed by the magnifier (with matrix
) and the lens (with matrix G), and brings us to the final

nput–output relationship for the entire cascade [12]:

fo�ro� = �det S�−1/2 exp�− i�ro
tGro�

�RTf��x,�y��fi�Xr���ri���Xr�− ��S−1ro�. �21�

quation (21) provides a general representation of the lin-
ar canonical integral transformation, which is valid for
ny ray transformation matrix, with or without a singu-
arity of the submatrix B.
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. MAIN THEOREMS FOR THE CANONICAL
NTEGRAL TRANSFORMATION
he CT is a linear transform: RT�f�·�+g�·���r�

=RT�f�·���r�+RT�g�·���r�. The cascade of two CTs associ-
ted with the ray transformation matrices T1 and T2 is a
T parameterized by the matrix product

T2T1:RT2�RT1�f�·���·���r� = RT2T1�f�·���r�.

hen the inverse CT to the CT RT is described by the ma-
rix T−1, as we mentioned before.

We also mention the property

�RT�f�·���r�* = RT̂−1
�f*�·���r�, �22�

rom which we conclude that the complex conjugated ver-
ion of the CT of a certain function f is equal to the result
hat we get when the inverse of the ray-reversed system
perates on the complex conjugated version f* of that
unction, and the well-known Parseval theorem

	
−�

�

f�ri�g*�ri�dri =	
−�

�

RT�f�ri���ro��RT�g�ri���ro�*dro

�23�

or lossless transformations, which in particular yields
he energy preservation law

	
−�

�


f�ri�
2dri =	
−�

�


RT�f�ri���ro�
2dro. �24�

The application of the CT for optical information pro-
essing requires the generalization of the well-known
heorems for the FT, such as shift, scaling, derivation,
tc., to the case of the CT.

. Shift Theorem
shift of the input field with respect to the optical axis by
vector v, fi�r�→ fi�r−v�, leads to a shift of the output sig-
al by the vector Av and to an additional quadratic phase
actor; in detail we have

RT�fi�ri − v���ro� = exp�i��2ro − Av�tCv�RT�fi�ri���ro − Av�,

�25�

here we have used the symplecticity conditions (2) and
he fact that vtZq=qtZtv. The shift theorem (25) implies
hat the intensity distribution does not change due to a
isplacement by v, but is merely shifted by Av:


RT�f�ri − v���ro�
 = 
FT�ro − Av�
. �26�

n particular, Eq. (25) reduces to

RT�f�ri − v���ro� = FT�ro − Av�

or C=0, and for A=0 it reduces to

RT�f�ri − v���ro� = exp�i�2ro
tCv�FT�ro�.

e again stress the similarity of the CT to the Fresnel
ransformation and the FT for the cases C=0 and A=0,
espectively.
. Convolution Theorem
sing the shift theorem, the CT of the convolution opera-

ion

�f � h��r� =	
−�

�

f�r − v�h�v�dv =	
−�

�

h�r − v�f�v�dv

an be written in the form

RT��f � h��ri���ro�

=	
−�

�

exp�i��2ro − Av�tCv�FT�ro − Av�h�v�dv

=	
−�

�

exp�i��2ro − Av�tCv�HT�ro − Av�f�v�dv.

�27�

n the case A=0 (and thus also Ct=−B−1), we get

RT��f � h��ri���ro� = �det iB�1/2 exp�− i�ro
tDB−1ro�

�FT�ro�HT�ro�, �28�

hich reduces to the well-known product �det iB�1/2

FT�ro�HT�ro� when also D=0, i.e., in the case of a Fou-
ier transformation with scaling and rotation (determined
y B), but without an additional phase modulation.
Moreover, by analogy with the alternative representa-

ion of the convolution operation via the Fourier domain,

�f1 � f2��r� = F−1�F�f1�·���u�F�f2�·���u��r�, �29�

e can introduce the generalized canonical convolution
peration as

RT3�RT1�f1�·���u�RT2�f2�·���u���r�, �30�

hich resembles the common convolution (29) and frac-
ional convolution operations [6,20,21]. In particular, if
he ray transformation matrices used in Eq. (30) corre-
pond to the ones of the fractional FT, we obtain the gen-
ralized fractional convolution, whose applications for
hift-variant filtering, encryption, etc., have been pro-
osed [6,20–23]. Since two-dimensional canonical trans-
ormations include such operations as rotation, scaling,
hearing, fractional FT, etc., the generalized canonical
onvolution can be helpful for resolving the problem of
cale-, rotation-, and shear-invariant (or partially invari-
nt) filtering and pattern recognition.

. Scaling Theorem
o study the CT of a scaled function, we notice that scal-
ng itself belongs to the class of CTs, and we can thus use
he additivity property. We then observe that scaling of
he input function merely leads to a change of the param-
terizing matrix. Indeed, the T-parameterized CT of the
caled function �det W�1/2f�Wri�, RT��det W�1/2f�Wri���ro�,
orresponds to the CT of f�ri� itself, RT̃�f�ri���ro�, but pa-
ameterized by the matrix

T̃ = T�W−1 0

0 Wt� . �31�
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It is useful to find the systems (described by their ma-
rices T) and the scaling parameters W for which scaling
f the input function produces only a scaling of the output
unction:

RT��det W�1/2f�Wri���ro� = �det S�1/2RT�f�ri���Sro�.

�32�

his condition can be written as

T�W−1 0

0 Wt� = �S−1 0

0 St�T, �33�

r in detail

�AW−1 BWt

CW−1 DWt� = �S−1A S−1B

StC StD � , �34�

here we will restrict ourselves to separable scaling, i.e.,
o diagonal matrices W and S:

W = �wx 0

0 wy
�, S = �sx 0

0 sy
� .

he condition AW−1=S−1A leads to the relations a11wx
−1

a11sx
−1, a12wy

−1=a12sx
−1, a21wx

−1=a21sy
−1, and a22wy

−1

a22sy
−1. From DWt=StD, and since Wt=W and St=S, we

onclude that the same relations hold for the coefficients
ij, i , j=1,2. From the condition BWt=S−1B we obtain
11wx=b11sx

−1, b12wy=b12sx
−1, b21wx=b21sy

−1, and b22wy
b22sy

−1, and the same relations again for cij, i , j=1,2.
If we compare a11wx

−1=a11sx
−1 with b11wx=b11sx

−1, we
onclude that at least one of the coefficients �a11,b11�
hould vanish, unless we are dealing with the obvious
ase wx=sx=1, which we will not consider here. Similar
bservations can be made for all pairs �aij ,bij� and
cij ,dij�, i , j=1,2, and we thus conclude that at least eight
lements of the 4�4 ray transformation matrix T should
anish.

To classify the different possibilities, we consider the
elations that may exist between the scaling factors wx,
y, sx, and sy, and get eight different cases:

ase Relations Vanishing Elements

wx=wy=sx=sy b11 b12 b21 b22

wx=wy=sx
−1=sy

−1 a11 a12 a21 a22

wx=wy
−1=sx=sy

−1 b11 a12 a21 b22

wx=wy
−1=sx

−1=sy a11 b12 b21 a22

wx=wy=sx=sy
−1 b11 b12 a21 a22

wx=wy=sx
−1=sy a11 a12 b21 b22

wx=wy
−1=sx=sy b11 a12 b21 a22

wx=wy
−1=sx

−1=sy
−1 a11 b12 a21 b22

ote that if aij is a vanishing element, then so is dij; if bij
s a vanishing element, then so is cij. Of course, some of
he not-necessarily vanishing elements may still vanish,
s long as the symplecticity conditions are satisfied.
Case 1 �wx=wy=sx=sy� requires all elements �bij ,cij� to

anish, and allows nonvanishing elements �aij ,dij�. The
ay transformation matrix takes the form
T1 = �A1 0

0 D1
� , �35�

here the not-necessarily vanishing elements still have to
atisfy four symplecticity conditions, thus reducing the
umber of free parameters to four; in this particular case
e have D1= �A1

t �−1. Similarly, case 2 �wx=wy=sx
−1=sy

−1�
equires all elements �aij ,dij� to vanish, and allows non-
anishing elements �bij ,cij�. We get

T2 = � 0 B2

C2 0 � , �36�

ith C2=−�B2
t �−1. Note that the matrices T1 and T2 differ

nly by the FT matrix Tf�� /2 ,� /2�: for example, T2
T1Tf�� /2 ,� /2� corresponds to the identities B2=A1 and
2=−D1. Likewise, we can construct the ray transforma-

ion matrices for all other cases from the table.
We remark that case 1 corresponds to an ideal imaging

peration (with scaling and rotation, such as the skew op-
ration, for example), whereas case 2 corresponds to a FT
peration (with scaling and rotation). In particular, T1
an be written as the cascade of a rotator and a magnifier,

T1 = �S1Xr��� 0

0 S1
−1Xr���� , �37�

ith S1= �A1A1
t �1/2 a symmetric matrix; see also the

wasawa decomposition, Eqs. (3)–(6). Similarly, for case 2
e have

T2 = � 0 S2Xr���

− S2
−1Xr��� 0 � , �38�

ith S2= �B2B2
t �1/2. Note that we have indeed exactly four

ree parameters: the rotating angle � and the three ele-
ents that determine the symmetric 2�2 matrix S.
Case 3 has as a special case the gyrator; see Eq. (18). In

eneral, case 3 is a scaled version of a gyrator (with gy-
ating angle �) scaled with a diagonal scaling matrix S3
and thus described by two parameters), followed by a
ery special lens with an antidiagonal symmetric lens
atrix G3 (described by one parameter):

S3 = �s11 0

0 s22
�, G3 = �0 g

g 0� . �39�

he matrix T3 can thus be decomposed as

A3 = S3Xg���,

B3 = S3Yg���,

C3 = − G3S3Xg��� − S3
−1Yg���,

D3 = − G3S3Yg��� + S3
−1Xg���. �40�
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Like cases 1 and 2 [with T2=T1Tf�� /2 ,� /2�], cases 3
nd 4 [with T4=T3Tf�� /2 ,� /2�] differ only by an addi-
ional FT operation: for the matrix T4 we thus have

A4 = − S4Yg���,

B4 = S4Xg���,

C4 = G4S4Yg��� − S4
−1Xg���,

D4 = − G4S4Xg��� − S4
−1Yg���, �41�

here S4 and G4 have the same structure as S3 and G3,
espectively. Note that we have again exactly four free pa-
ameters: the gyrating angle �, the parameter g that de-
ermines the antidiagonal symmetric 2�2 matrix G, and
he two elements that determine the diagonal 2�2 ma-
rix S.

We finally note that for the remaining cases 5, 6, 7, and
, all submatrices A, B, C, and D are singular, see T5 as
n example,

T5 = �
a11 a12 0 0

0 0 b21 b22

0 0 d11 d12

c21 c22 0 0
� ,

nd cases 5 and 6 differ only by a FT operation again, as
o cases 7 and 8. Moreover, from the Iwasawa decompo-
ition we learn that an antidiagonal symmetric lens ma-
rix G appears again in cases 5 and 6, while cases 7 and 8
o not require such a lens (since CAt+DBt=0).

. Derivation by „�m /�xm ,�n /�yn
…: Multiplication by

xk ,yl
…

ith �= �� /�x ,� /�y�t and det B�0, the gradient of the CT
an be written

�ofo�ro� = �o�RT�fi�ri���ro�

= i2��Bt�−1�Dtrofo�ro� − RT�rifi�ri���ro�, �42�

here we have used the symplecticity condition BtD
DtB. We thus obtain

RT�rifi�ri���ro�=�Dtro −
Bt

i2�
�o�fo�ro�. �43�

o find an expression for RT��ifi�ri���ro�, we apply the in-
erse CT to Eq. (42) yielding

RT−1
��ofo�ro���ri� = i2��Bt�−1�DtRT−1

�rofo�ro���ri� − rifi�ri�,

nd with the changes T→T−1, B→−Bt, D→At, o→ i, and
→o, we get

RT��ifi�ri���ro� = i2��− B�−1�ART�rifi�ri���ro� − rofo�ro�.

fter substituting from Eq. (43) and using the symplectic-
ty conditions, we thus get

RT��ifi�ri���ro�=�− i2�Ctro + At�o�fo�ro�. �44�

We may combine Eqs. (43) and (44), and write
RT�zifi�ri���ro� = zofo�ro�, �45�

here we have introduced the symbolic vectors

zi = �i2�ri

�i
�, zo = T−1�i2�ro

�o
� . �46�

ince each row in the vector equation (45) operates inde-
endently of the others, we may take any operator to an
rbitrary, nonnegative, integer power. With z�klmn defined
s z�klmn= �z1

k ,z2
l ,z3

m ,z4
n�t �k , l ,m ,n=0,1, . . . �, Eq. (45) can

hen be generalized to

RT�zi
�klmnfi�ri���ro� = zo

�klmnfo�ro�. �47�

n particular, if A=0 we obtain a relation that resembles
he well-known formula for the FT,

RT��i
�mnfi�ri���ro� = �− i2�Ctro��mnRT�fi�·���ro�, �48�

hile for C=0 we obtain a formula similar to one known
or the convolution-type transformation,

RT��i
�mnfi�ri���ro� = �At�o��mnRT�fi�ri���ro�. �49�

. CANONICAL TRANSFORMS OF
ELECTED FUNCTIONS
. Exponentials with a Quadratic Argument
or a limited number of functions, an analytical expres-
ion of their CTs can be found. Among them we mention
he function

fi�r� = exp�i2�ki
tr − �rtLir�, �50�

hich describes as particular cases a plane wave, a
aussian beam, an elliptical wave, and a hyperbolic
ave; note that we may choose the matrix Li to be sym-
etric and that we require that its real part be nonnega-

ive definite. Following the calculations done in [24] it is
asy to prove that the CT of the function (50) takes the
orm

fo�r� = RT�fi�·���r� = �det�A + iBLi��−1/2

�exp�− i�ki
t�A + iBLi�−1Bki + i2�ko

tr − �rtLor�,

�51�

here

ko
t = ki

t�A + iBLi�−1, �52�

iLo = �C + iDLi��A + iBLi�−1. �53�

For Li=0 and a real-valued wave vector 2�ki, the input
unction fi�r�=exp�i2�ki

tr� corresponds to a plane wave,
nd its CT is given by

fo�r� = �det A�−1/2 exp�− i�ki
tA−1Bki + i2�ki

tA−1r

+ i�rtCA−1r�. �54�

n particular, this implies that a plane wave remains a
lane wave under the CT only if C=0, which again
tresses the interpretation of this case as a generalized
resnel transformation.
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The case ki=0, and thus fi�r�=exp�−�rtLir�, deserves
ome separate attention as well. It contains as special
ases: (i) a Gaussian beam exp�−��l11x2+2l12xy+ l22y2��
when Li is real and positive definite), and (ii) an elliptical
ave exp�i��h11x2+2h12xy+h22y2�� (when Li=−iH is

maginary), among which we have the particular cases of
n elliptical wave exp�i��h11x2+h22y2�� aligned along the
oordinate axes, a spherical wave exp�i�h�x2+y2��, and a
yperbolic wave exp�i2�hxy�, in which three cases H is a
iagonal matrix, a scalar matrix, and an antidiagonal ma-
rix, respectively. For ki=0, the CT takes the simple form

fo�r� = �det�A + iBLi��−1/2 exp�− �rtLor�, �55�

nd the relation between Lo and Li is given by the well-
nown ABCD law of Eq. (53). Note that if Li=−iHi is

maginary, then Lo=−iHo is imaginary, too, and the
BCD law takes the common form

Ho = �C + DHi��A + BHi�−1, �56�

n which only real-valued parameters are involved.
On the basis of the ABCD law of Eq. (56), Ho�A

BHi�=C+DHi, we can find systems that, for example,
ransform an aligned elliptical wave into a hyperbolic one,
r maintain the aligned elliptical or hyperbolic structure
uring the transformation. In particular, an aligned ellip-
ical wave (with diagonal matrix Hi) remains aligned
with diagonal matrix Ho) after propagation through a
rst-order optical system, if all block matrices are diago-
al; this means that the CT is separable. Analogously, a
yperbolic wave (with antidiagonal matrix Hi) remains
yperbolic (with antidiagonal matrix Ho) if A and D are
iagonal and B and C are antidiagonal; an example is the
T performed by a gyrator.
It is easy to see that the CT of the Dirac 	 function is

iven by

RT�	�ri − v���ro� = �det iB�−1/2 exp�i��vtB−1Av

− 2vtB−1ro + ro
tDB−1ro��. �57�

he resulting elliptical wave becomes an aligned elliptical
ave (also called a chirp signal) if DB−1 is a diagonal ma-

rix, which is the case for the fractional FT, and it be-
omes a hyperbolic wave if DB−1 is antidiagonal, which is
he case for a gyrator operation. This implies that we can
se fractional FT and gyrator systems for the localization
f chirp signals and hyperbolic waves, respectively.

. Periodic Functions: Talbot Imaging
et us consider the propagation of a periodic field with pe-
iods px and py with respect to the x and y coordinates
hrough a first-order optical system. When the function
i�r� is represented as a superposition of plane waves,

fi�r� = �
m,n=−�

�

amn exp�i2�kmn
t r�, �58�

ith kmn
t = �m /px ,n /py�, then the CT of this function can

e written in the form
fo�r� = �det A�−1/2 �
m,n=−�

�

amn exp�− i�kmn
t A−1Bkmn

+ i2�kmn
t A−1r + i�rtCA−1r�. �59�

f kmn
t A−1Bkmn is an even integer,

kmn
t A−1Bkmn = 2�, �60�

e get

fo�r� = �det A�−1/2 exp�i�rtCA−1r�fi�A−1r�, �61�

hich corresponds to generalized Talbot imaging, includ-
ng a rotation and a scaling of the coordinates described
y the matrix A−1 and a phase modulation described by
he matrix product CA−1. We stress again the similarity
ith the Fresnel transformation for C=0, in which case

nly an affine transformation of the input function re-
ains.
Let us study the generalized Talbot condition (60),

hich reads in detail

q11

px
2 m2 + 2

q12

pxpy
mn +

q22

py
2 n2 = 2�, �62�

here q11, q12, and q22 are the elements of the symmetric
atrix Q=A−1B. Note that this equation has to hold for

ny integers m and n, and therefore we have three condi-
ions: q11/px

2, 2q12/pxpy, and q22/py
2 should be even inte-

ers.
In the case of an orthosymplectic transformation,

hich can be represented [12] as Tr���Tf��x ,�y�Tr���, the
atrix Q is given by

�cos2 � tan �x + sin2 � tan �y cos � sin ��tan �x − tan �y�

cos � sin ��tan �x − tan �y� sin2 � tan �x + cos2 � tan �y
� .

or orthosymplectic transformations, the Talbot condition
epends on only three parameters of the ray transforma-
ion matrix, since the fourth one (the angle �) is related to
he final rotation, and can be written as

�m

px
�2

�cos2 � tan �x + sin2 � tan �y� +
mm

pxpy
sin 2��tan �x

− tan �y� + � n

py
�2

�sin2 � tan �x + cos2 � tan �y� = 2�.

n the case �x=�y=�, this reduces to

tan ���m

px
�2

+ � n

py
�2� = 2�

nd in the case �x=−�y=� to

cos 2� tan ���m

px
�2

− � n

py
�2� +

mn

pxpy
2 sin 2� tan� = 2�.

e recall that orthosymplectic systems include the sepa-
able FT (for �=�=0) and the gyrator (for �=� /4, �x=
�y=�); their matrices Qf��x ,�y� and Qg��� thus take the

orms
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Qf = �tan �x 0

0 tan �y
�, Qg = � 0 tan �

tan � 0 � .

n the case of a separable fractional FT, the Talbot condi-
ion reads �m /px�2 tan �x+ �n /py�2 tan �y=2� and Talbot
maging occurs for the fractional angles tan �x,y=2�px,y

2 ,
hile for the gyrator operation we obtain tan �= lpxpy.

. CONCLUSIONS
e have derived the main theorems for the two-

imensional canonical integral transformation. Some par-
icular CTs such as fractional FT, image scaling, rotation,
nd Fresnel transformation have already been applied
idely in optics and signal processing. Moreover, the gy-

ator operation has been found useful for the description
f mode converters. The discussed properties of the CT
pen new perspectives for its application in information
rocessing and in particular for its implementation by
rst-order optical systems. Signal processing in a canoni-
al domain offers many degrees of freedom and can there-
ore be better adapted to a specific task.
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